
SAVE FUEL SAVE MONEY

Fuel-saving tips to help you get the maximum mileage from your fuel tank.

These programs are similar to store rewards programs. A tyre deflated by two psi will result in a one per cent
increase in fuel consumption. Check tyre pressures regularly especially before a motorway journey. Should
you use car air conditioning, a vehicle parked in shade will cool faster than one left in the open. Owner
manuals of every automobile come with a chart that indicates correct type inflation pressures. They may be
slightly inconvenient but the savings makes it worthwhile. Bonus: You'll also get instant access to my
interview of a husband and father who retired at the ripe old age of. Use Google Maps to find alternative
routes that help circumvent dense traffic and makes your ride or drive faster and shorter. Calculate the distance
you need to drive and compare with fuel your vehicle would consume. Gentle right foot: highest gear possible
within the speed limit Excessive speed is the biggest fuel-guzzling factor so having a light right foot and
ensuring all acceleration is gentle is very important to fuel-efficient driving. Beware of Open Windows While
using air conditioners leads to excessive fuel consumption, driving with windows open does not help much
either. With global fuel prices constantly changing, as well as the growing concerns over environmental
impact, here are 10 easy ways you can ease your conscience, help your bank balance, and save on fuel. I'm at
Day 26 in your 31 day money challenge podcast. On other days, you travel in vehicles of your colleagues.
Prices typically rise between Wednesday and Saturday, but stay lower during the early days of the week. If
you idle the engine for more than a minute, you waste fuel and pump nasty greenhouse gas emissions into the
air. Driving at moderate speeds also helps avoid accidents that can damage the vehicle or injure others and
yourself. Another way to save fuel is carpooling. It will save you money in the long run. Driving Habits 1.
What others are saying: "Hi Rob. Gas is cooler earlier in the day, and more dense. It is possible to overcome
this drag by driving at a moderate speed. Although this may seem counterproductive, the engine will not have
to work so hard to continuously warm up and cool down, enabling you to save on fuel.


